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ABSTRACT 
• •ol' 
The MnSb-Sb eutectic has been· produced in the a,s,-;cast state 
.·~s. well a·s having been controlled at several growth rates· by :t.he ·unidi-
rectional solidification process. The eutectic is approxJm~tely· 29io/o ·by: 
fy 
; 
volume MnSb, with this magnetic phase existing :as :cylindrical fibers iI1: 
a nearly pure antimony mp.trix. Light and electron metallographic ex-
aminations ·ha.ve been performed on the controlled .st)rqcture to define 
fiber size ·and shape . 
.. A preferred crystallography w:a.s oJtJs·erved for both phases in 
the.: cont.:rolle ... d s.ystem. The MnSb fibe.rs· g:row. ·perpendicularly to the 
(:4311) 'plane, and the: antimony matrix gt'OW'S approximately perpendic-
, 
ular to the ( 1100) plane·. A definite crystallographic re1ation exists be-
, 
( 
tween the two phase's, but there is no interfacial relation. 
Magnetic torqu.~ and-magn.etization curves were prepared ft·om 
c.tata gathered for both.a>s·-c.a:st. ·an·d controlled ingots. Sections .cut at 
i{everal angles to' the long axfs· CJf the ingots wet·,e· :studied. The magnet-
ic anisotropy o-f the :controlled specimens .havm,.g· ·different ingot orienta ... 
tions was found to .be determined b~y·the: relativ~ c.o'ntributions of the op-
·posing shape and crystalline anisotropies. Sat1.1 . .r~tion m.agn.-etization. for 
both the as-cast and controlled structures show·ea that the behavior of 
the magnetic phase is similar to the behavior of stoichiometric MnSb. 
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Correlation of magnetic and crystallographic analyses defined 
the crystallographic easy direction of magnetization to be the direction 
normal to the (0111) plane, in agreement with the most recent litera-
ture. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Metallurgy has seen a tremendous shift in· e.mphasis in the 
last centu·ry of -development from an art to a science, and probably the 
most important single point irt the history of this transition was the ad-
vent of metallography. 1 W"ith: this basic tool came the realization tha.t 
fhe behavior of metals· is strongly related to the microscopic details pf. 
the: structure. Control of morphology,: and the, r·esulting. ·GO:Q.t.rol of. 
;p:r.op:e·r:tie:·s·;;;. '.have been the principal co,nqel'ns ·bf the modern metallur-. 
gi-st, or rnor:e J:rrbper;.ly:~ of the mate.riats.. $.Gi~:nlist, sinse 1:he relation 
.. 
between structu~re·: an·d beha.vio·r- ·see:xns .. b.asic· to all solids.. A natural 
outgrowth of. .the .se.arch to design .male:tials to fit application require-
m.ents ha:s l:)ee.n: th,e develop~e.nt of'a .. new class of materials, the com-
:P:.Cjsile. A comp_osite .. consists of a combination of two or more dissimi-
l~r components:, w:ith the intention that the best p.rop.ep'ties· of e:ach com-
J>onent will b·e :°incorporated in the composite. 
:A . lthou:gh composites seem to be destined for greater impor-
tartce: in. °the pe·_p.r-Juture, their immediate application has been somewhat 
-bam-pe.red b.Y dlfft-culti.es that, in general, plague almost all the compos-
Jte mate.rials:-: the problem of manufacturing the composite, · and of 
.. .Y 
creating a ·b:ond between the different components which is strong eno'i1gh , , · 
to be usable. The application of unidirectional solidification processes2•3 
3 
---------------------~· -~~----~~ 
1· 
• 
·• <. :·i_-1_·1 ."_ ···-·····-·-···~--··-··-··· ... ---· 
·~ 
. ' J ' . . • 
to produce controlled eute·ctic ·structures may prove to-.be the solutionto 
both these problems-for many composite systems. 
Investigation of eu·tectics and the factors that are involved in 
morphological control has been under way for several years, and a nul]l-
ber of review articles 4, 5 have appeared in the literature. Briefly, 
controlled growth is accomplished by manipulation of parameters to 
9 
produce .an essentially planar liquid- solid interface: increasing the pur-
ity- of the components· t>f the eutectic, increasing the. thermal gradient. 
.pJ'.e:f3·,ent a:cro.ss the. liquid-solid interface, and decreasing.·the rate. of 
~-oJidi/i.~~tion of th.e: e·utectic mix.ture. By applying Chal.me,:r·s:·1 :cx>"r1c·:ep.t" 
·s: . 7 
:of:·:c.onstitutional sup~::rc}ooling:~ · ·' rille;r · has shown t.h~t tb~. the·,r:m.al 
• 
gradient at the fre:ezing interfa9e µif.lu·'3nce.·s· the, inte:rfac·e -c:u:r·v~tu:re ... 
Hunt and Chilton 8 investigated the effects of both pi.I:dty and uhdercoof .. 
-ing .Qn tne inte·rface, and related these effects t.o th.e· transition: from 
Jamellar to :rod-like structures. Tiller 9 has ;;tlso predicted the effe.cts 
of growth ·rate, a·nd these predictions }?.ay~ be-en. ~~p~rtrnent.c11iy· v:erifi~d 
l'.O by Yue. 
11 Nucleation studies by Sun·dguts~ and Mandolfo, and later by 
12 .. . . · Davies, indic'ate that for normal :eutectics the same phase always 
must form b:efc)r.e simultaneous eutectic growth ca,n p-roceed, and tha.t, 
in general~ the freezing interface is jagged, with .one phase leading: the 
13 .. 
s.econd. Hunt and Jackson have developed a theory regarding the in-
terface. They suggest that for metals, the freezing interface is a very 
4 
I ,c,,;.,.···------...... _ ..... ____________ .... ___________ _ 
~~ IJ' 
I 'i ] 1/1 
,· 
.'() 
nebulous area, with no definite boundary between the solid and the liquid; 
therefore, _atom addition· to the solid phase is relatively easy, as is 
. . 
evidenced by low heats of fu~ion obseryect in metals. Non-metals have 
high heats of fusion, resulting from :a··nighly faceted interface which re-
quires ce:rtain bonding orders to be· followed; atom addition under these 
i ·'t 
circumstanc_es is more difficui.t. T.ne :authors concluded that for metal-
metal eutectic systems cou.ple·d growth rnight well be expected, whereas· 
for syste·ntS which incl1ided a non-metal~ :a,n: a.·n·ornalous, irregular struc-
tu=re· ,rna-y .develop .. 
Interfacial :erte:rgy· belw,een: ,f~~- tw,o pl:ta.s·e-s .'of. the -e·uteqlic:·,. a·:s 
suggested by Chadwick, 14 may dominate iil producing Jam.ellar struc.,. 
ture-s in :pu.re mat.erials, :but:th-is ·may· 'be. ove.rshad·owed if tpe- p:lJa:~es ~::t.(3. 
inJp.ure-, or if only .a ,small amount. of one phas·.e is p.-re:sertt.·. The· re~ult-· 
ant co:ristitutional supercooling may pr()duce a rod structure. 1'Craft15i 16 
has made a number· of investigations into th~ c-;rystijllogrq.phic orienta~ 
tion relations -of c·ontrolled eutectics, and has :foµnq. tJ;~t as, growth pr·o~-· 
ceeds one constant orientation develops. This def:lniteiy seems ~o .:o·e.: 
ct·etermined by interfacial.L energy 1 relations; and in turn b·y :the ·deg;r~e· of 
m.:ismp.tc_h of .atomic· densities on the co.rresponding· planes of :ea.ch ph:ase,. 
Some que·stions,; of:·cours:,e·,. r.emain unsettled, such as :one :re-
lating to how structures should be c'laSsified. Kerr and Winegard5 sug-
gest that the terms regular and irregular should be used, regular defin-, 
ing a system where definite orientation relationships exist between the 
5 
·. ) 
.. 
·, I 
,., 
. ! I; 
' ; I 
' • I 
.. ' '/ 
phases, and irregular defining those in which there is no fixed relation. ·· 1. 
Tiller, Hunt and Jackson, and Chadwick each suggest other methods of 
classification, but that of Kerr and.,.Winegard is perhaps the most gener-
~---·-
ally applicable. 
Although some details remain in question~ :~.nou.gh is known of 
eutectic solidification .and control that the concepts have f:oun.d wide ap-
plication for studies of both mec}ianica117• 18 and physical properties. 19•20 ' 
The importance· .of eutectics in each area is significantly different: in 
.. mechanical behavior studies the majo·p·.9:0_11.sideration is the fact that 
·1 
ti:s-ually one phase of the eutectic consists :of· a disJ).e·rsion of highly per-
.. 
:feet :single. crystal fibe-:r:$ Q.r l;J.me.lla.e:~- in p_hy·sical p .. ro:p·erties investiga-
tions the· e.:s:·s:e.rttial, f-e·atu.:r.e. i$ the· ani:s.otropy··of th:e c.ontrolled eµtectic, 
e.µte~tic-s .is a well-established field of re·s,:earch, with m.uch -already un-
cpy~red and much work in progress. :aow~ve:r, in ·tn·~ r.ealm of physica.l 
- .. 
··pro.pe:rtie·s, very little has been learned about ac:.tu:al-: e~ys-t.~rns .. 
. . · . '• 
. . 
Probably the first investigation of physical .. pr9perties of 
eutectics was conducted by Liebmann and Miller, 21 illvolving the 
. . .· . . 19 tne·:rrnoele·c.tric ·be.havio·1r· of the InS:b·S·b controlled .e:utectic. Levy ··· 
Studieci superconductillg systems, and Graham22 investigated thermal 
·stability of nearly fault-free contr9lled eutectics near the melting point. 
Other areas of study have been optical, magnetoresistanc;e; ... fufrare~ po-
larization,· and ferromagnetic ·behavior. A recent review article by 
6-
. -······--.~---· .... -·-·~·---·-···-
. ~ 
----------------------.:J:1;/r . ·.· .. ,..~· .. 
I 
F. A. Galasso23 cove·rs nearly all the work to the present. 
The inclusion of magnetic properties in this list is of interest 
·b:ecause of the dependence of macroscopic magnetic behavior on the 
:microscopic anisotropy of struc.t-ure. Five types of anisotropy2 4 are 
us·ua.lly considered to be impo.rta11t: shape, magnetocrystalline, strain, 
do:111ain, and exchan.ge anisotropy. Only the first two are of primary in-
terest for the present investigation. 
The -interaction2 5 of electron spin wltn .ele·.c:t-ron .. orbital motion 
·results l.i;i an· anisotropy energy which 1J.1 tu.~~n:. :ox~e·ate·s an e.a=Se of mag-
netization µ1 ~- certain crystal direction. thµ~, magnetization· curves26 
for a single crystal 9f .c1_Jn~gn.etic· material ·w·fll have different shapes, 
d·epending on the :cry·st~J o_ri~ntation in .the fie1d:-·-when the field is. pa:ral·-'. . 
. ... 
JeJ .. to th_e ,easy direction, th~ ·srn.alle.st. ·field is: needed to yield s~tu:ration .. 
$:miila-rlyr if: a magnetic material is· .fre.-~ to r,·otate, a -ma.gnetic torque 
exi.sts.: ,,,:hfch· ·tends to rotate the e.as:y: :·dire:ctip;n :into.- ~lignment. wtt:h th·e 
"1\/Iinimizatiori .of: en.~-r:·gy :by 'having the fewest .po.ssible free 
-110.le-s ,r·es.ults in a shape artisqtr9p-y:, the major axis ·of any geometric 
-s,hape tend·~ to ·be :more, easily rnagtieti,zed. The application of shape an-
iS.o·trop_y· to -improve prop.erties has b:e:en most succe.s_sful in elongated 
single domain particles, ~4 where much ·work has _btlen accomplished·. 
If shape anisotropy and crystalline .artisotrop:y a·re cooperating effects·,. 
the control and improvement of properties is: even more marke_d. How~·: 
7 
... 
_,;,. 
. 
• I 
I• •.. ,.., .. ;·--. 
.ever, if the crystalline anisotropy i.s very strong, an·d is not parallel to 
the shape anisotropic direction, a.- .minor axis may possibly ·be easiest to 
,I 
magnetize. 
Little research2'7 has been directed toward the study of elon-
_g_ated particles w·hicJ1 .ar.e :rnultidomained. Becker.2:_B· .discusses the de-
\ 
c.·reasing coercive force with .increasing particle .. slze·-~, with the value 
-:reaching a level at the·. fo.rc;e _necessary to move domain b.ou.n_daries. He 
alsq treats the variation 0£' susceptibility w1th particle. dimensions, an.-d: 
c.onsequently, witn the -nu-m:b:;er .of domains. Paine24 undertakes a sim.f-
:lar examination. 
·with the strong: :dependence J>..f.nrag·netic· behavior (>n; aniso~-
t:r.opy·,: controlled e.u.tectics would s~:em tci be a ve:ry .:ii1trfgµmg .. ve.hicle 
,by wbic·h to stud·y ·magnetic system$·, an"C:l inde·ed, :separate e.ffo·rt·$: ;by .· . 
. . 
. 
A1bright20 and by ·Y.im-2-9· have emplo.yed e11tectics· for ju·st this re-~s •. on •. 
In both systems stu.died: the: inbrphplogy .of tb...e contr·oile,d eute·ctic -c'oI1-
sisted of magnetic fibe:rs in a. .no:n-magnetic: matrtx\. ·The. -ea-s_y direction 
.of magnetization and' the.::.flt>.eJt axis colncid,ed irt .boih: q.cI.S:Ers,. although an-
other possible sit.uation. vfoµl_d be :f.or· th·e .eas,y direction .a:pd the fiber 
axis to b~· n·on-pa.ralle.l~ Albright .aligned. t:b~I :eute.ctic ·be'tween iron and 
FeS, with .the iron in the form ·of fe:rrqm.a.:gnetjc· f~bers. Small sectJ01Js 
were cut fr.on1 controlled ingots, the. an.gle of· section with respect: tQ the 
growth axis ·being varied from o0 to ·90°. Magnetic torque studies showed 
that for all but the transverse sections the easy direction was parallel to 
• 
, 
> 
the growth direction [001] • Although his x-ray investigations indicat-. 
ed that only the growth axis of the fibers was fixed., Albright found a 
certain degree of order existed ·betw·een the. Fe fibers and the 'bicrys-
talline FeS m~trix. The torque results for the transverse sections 
indicated that the ea$y dfrecti9n. of magnetization was the [110] 
·direction in the Fe fi.b:e.r,s... The transverse sections have the least 
. . . . . 
. 
. 
. 
. -. '•. 
response to .shape effects of the elongated fibers since the field is ap-
plied on. a nearly isotropic structure. 
W. M. Yim29 solidified the MnBi-Bi system :in. w··hic.h th~ 
magnetic phase cor:1sJsts of fine f.ibers of MnBi., 5 micro11~ in ··diam~~ 
• 
ter and 200 micronJs: ·lorl:g... He ·,found the easy dir.~ctiort. of ··:rp..agnetiza- i··. · 
tion. to ·be paralie1 to the fibe.r a:xis., a:nc;l! he. .. ntrte_d th,at·t.h:Ls is probably 
the c axis of 1\/In;Bi, ·W·hic.fr h.as. the. .hex·agon·al NiA.s type structure. 
The c axis is: rep·prted26 as ·th·e .easy dire.ction iri bulk MnBi. Other 
magnetic syst~ms that have ·been investigated are listed by Galasso23 
t.he last three. systems noted are lamellar:eu.tectics . 
• 
<Y:lmf's study irtvoive,;d :one ()I a:n interest1ng class: 9.f .. c·o·mpounds~ 
, ,·' ,, 
.. . 
. . . 26 t;tie ·ma:.grtetic ·p·has .. e consi~ts of non-magnetic elements. Huesler· 
.rep:orted a ser.ies of such materials., and Guillauct30 later did w·ork on . ' . 
aI1other series including Mn.Bi., MnAs, and MnS·b. Most such magnetic 
phases involving a transition .element have been explained on the ·bas-
is of the ratio of the atornic radius to the d shell radius ( ionic: r.~dius), 
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. or the Bethe interaction2 6 curve ( Figure 1 ). When the ratio exceeds 
a certain value., ferromagnetism is possible. For a given element, 
considering the d shell radius as constant, the atomic· radius or the 
distance to the nearest like atom, will vary from one··compound to 
another. Elemental manganese has an atoinic radius of _.2 .• 52A, ,an<l. 
'.i'S. :n.on-:fe:rromagnetic. Several n·oi1~fer:romagnetic mangan:e.-s.e. cqni·-
p:ou·n:d·s are MnSn, MnP, MnS2, with :nearest ~n distances of le,s:s 
than 2. 89A. Willis and RooksQy31 report that the critical rad.ius for 
ferromagnetic ·behavior in rnanganese is 2. 89A, and this is exp:~·:r-i~· 
mentally satisfied in MnSb, MnBi, and MnAs, with n~a::Jtest: Mrt dis.-
tances greater than 2. 89A. 
Of the three com.pounds m·entior1e·d· immediately a·b·ove, MnBi 
h~s: b'een the su·bje.Gt of .dee'p.e·st in.ve:.stigation, especially in· fine par-
ticle single domain studies. 32 MI1Bi has one of the highest knqwn 
:ma!gnetocrystalline anisotro.py c;9n:st-ants.,. and very large. single· .d.o-
!l. ; 
mains .h~v¢ ·b·een reporte.d.... A .. eutectic, does exist between ·MtiBi an·<i 
phase. is ext:remely .small. The MnAs-A,s eute·ctic doe,s: present ·a. 
·better percentage of volume ·being magnetic, but. a :problem develc>JlS. ~ . ; 
--
.. 
in this system ·because of. solid stat.e :re:·actions. :c1J·'the eutectic compo-· 
sit.ion, 33 However, the MnSh..,Sb sy$te:m. seems w~11-suited to a ;study 
of magnetic properties, first ·because the ·calculated volume perc·e,nt-
.-. age of the magnetic constituent is of the order of 2 8o/o, . and· s·et·!-'ortqly., 
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the eutectic reactiop_ occt;tr_s at a reasonably acce;_ssible teirl.perature 
and no solid state reactions exist. The published phase diagrams33 
show vertical solvus, lu1es at both the Sb and the epsilon MnSb term-
inals ( Figure 2). 
Despite the volunte; ,of lite,rattl_re ~vailable describing MnBi, 
very little is know--n. ~bout thei similar ·Gompound MnSb. Furthermore, 
the work done thirs· fa-r· <>n this: syste.m :is -.o_ften contradictory. MnSb 
has the nic::kel arsenide structure, 34 ·a- structure of sta.bility which 
Cornish35 ~scribes to an interaction of the Mn d shell with the par-
ti,ally _filled p shell of the m.etalloid :Sl~. The lattic,e: paramete._rs of 
tl1is- :_h·exagonal structu.re are 4. 1:sA along the .a:0 _ a.xi:s·, a:nd :$:. '7'.aA along· 
the cb axis, for a c}a rati9, qf l. 4. Pickartc1,nd Nathans36 h;rve found 
:t-hat. th~-: Mn ,sites have. neJ.gb.bors at a distanc·~ J)f_ 4. 15A within ea¢·h-
bas-al .layer, 2. 89A a1orig: the c axis, a-nid -4 .. 9.8/\_ .tp ·adjacent-.layers. 
Willis and Rooksby31 found that the onset of ferromagnetic behavior 
i:$ a second orde-r 't:t-~frJsition in MnSb, and· also· .dis."C~ov·e.:re-cl that at t'he 
transition---te:tnperatur.e, th.ere is a disc.qnt.lnit:OU::.s ch·a:ng.e 'Of da/dT.with 
decreasing temperature, w·hil~,: the ·.c: p.aramet.~r, <l.e;c--re'·as:es :1-irj.~arly 
With temperature. 
,· 
Once -away from crystallog.ra·phic: data: __ , .ot1e: fin·~:is the results 
of magnetic studies somewhat ~.ortfused. Serres37 found the asymp-
30 totic Curie temperature,, Ta, to be 608°K, while Guillaud reported 
.. _ . .. 0 the Curie transition. Tc: ·to be 587 K. The magnetic moment produced 
11 
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at each Mn site has been listed by these different ·investigators as 
4.1(?;., 3. 5~8 and 3. ~ 8 per molecule, where)'., represents a Bohr mag-. 
neton. It should be noted 'that theore~!_cally, the MnSb structure should 
have a moment of 5. 9~ if manganous spins only were involved., and 
~ )lioment of 4. 9j)h if manganic spins only were responsible for the 
magnetic character. Lotgering and Gorter38 stated that because the .. ,. 
NiAs structure is neither completely m·eta11ic nor- completely ionic., 
both a direct exchang ..e ,inte:rac't.ion ·between 11:e.ighb.oring 3·d el~c.trons· 
; 
on Mn sites, and .an lndi'r.ect ·e::x:cbange. inte.raGtion 'involving th~: :inter-
t ·th C .. h 3 5 men w1 orn1s . · 
·one experiment:a.1 value thaJ Js, g:e11e:rally· a·g·re:«:~.d. upon· ls· the . . 
. ~ 
. 
'iritrin~,tc specific ma·gnet.ization, -cfr rnagn:etlc. moment p.~:r: gram., er . r 
:G·uillaud, as well as. Lotgerin.g a·ntl Gort.et~ ,ar:rfv~.d. at a valq.~ of ap-
proximately 112 er;nu./·g at an i~finite field a.rtd ·.at :aJ'.rs.olute .z·e.rq. A.t: 
room temperature, Guillaud rept>-r,s a .. ·valu·e .of 100~.7· ernu/'g; and 
Similar results have been presented by Tl;l.kei, Cox, and. Shirane39 
for specimens of MnSb subj_ected to annealing or qu··en·ching treatments. 
With respect to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of MnSb, 
actual values. o.f K.1 and K 2 ., the hexagonal anisotropy constants, have 
not been measµred. Bozorth26 states that a K1+K2 value of l. Ox106 
is observed fro·m room temperature to 20°K. Adam and Standley., 40 
as well as Takei, Cox, and Shirane., 39 use the premise of a large 
12 
anisotropy, similar to that of MnBi,' to explain results in ferromag-
netic resonance and ne.utron diffraction experiments. 
Comparison of experimental findings becomes most confusing 
when the subject is the easy direction of magnetizatio.n. Below 77°K, 
there is little ar.gµm~nt:· the ferromagnetic spin axis is apparently 
. . . 39 
·:perpendicular to the .c: a~ie .. · At room temperature, the c axis had 
/ 
been uncontested as the easy spin a.xis, 26 until in 1963. Takei. Cox, 
and Shirane39 reported that different rates of coriling from 850°K had 
resulted in two spin orientat:i.o.rts:, .one perpendicular to the c a;~Js, and: 
explanation was that a spin flip was oc·c:irrring at.~ v:a;riable·,:tem_p:e:ra-
ture. A look a.t the phase diagram33 in the region of 1VInSb will show 
that diffe~~-nt G-·ooling rates could conceiv~-bly prodUC:·e ·non-,stqiG·hio"!" 
.m·etric composJti.o;n.s. The authovs suggest that tbe ·true transitiQn: 
temperature app.·~a:~s to be close to the C·u:ri(3· te-mp .. e.rat11re, and .. ~11~.t: 
perhaps the ea·sy sp:u1 ·a_xis parallel. to· the c-. ax.i_s: .;UJJ~ty:n_ot b.e. stc:t·bJe hi 
stoichiometric 1\/InS:b·, ·since they neve:t ,o.b.se·rved it .. -. If···thls .'is :,the :_c.tJr-
r.e·ct explanation, th.en -at the eutectic composition, no ·va.::r.iability o.f. 
ea·s_y direction should be- observed be~ause the:r:e: is· no change of Sb. 
composition in the epsilo·n phase below ·the: eµtectic temperature. 
The magnetic phase, as was men=fioned before, is the minority 
constituent, comprising 28 volume percent of the eutectic. The met-
alloid matrix,-. consisting of essentially pure antimony, also may be 
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important in determining magnetic behavior .of ·the composite, first 
• ! ·: 
I 
because the orientation of the controlled Sb may determine the or- , ,. \ 
ientation of the MriSb, and secondly, becau~e Sb is diamagnetic. 41 
· 42, The crystal structure of Sb is rhombohedral, but by a transforma-
tion of axes, a hexagonal structure can be visualized. The lattice 
· :parameters of this hexagonal structure are 4. 307A for the a axis, 
- and 11. 2 73A for the c axis. The easy growth axis for Sb has been 
43 
reported as [100] . As for diamagnetic susceptibility., Mott and 
Jones 41 give a value of -~5x10- 6 for antimony. 
The first objective of this research is to study the crystallo-
graphic, morphologic, a·nd magnetic prope.:r-ties of the MnSb-Sb eutec-
tic system. The emphasis of the investiga.tfon wili ·be aimed at dis~ 
c:overing the r.elation between and i1~rpo.:rtance: ,,0£:·fhe sh·ap.~ and: ·crys-
talline anisotropies,. an·d als:o deter-m.m..ing ·how thes.e-:fa:c.tors influence 
magnetic beha·vior. A ·$ec:-o.nd obj'_ective. ts· to r.~late the :properties of 
the magnetic phas·e o'f th·e e-utectic to thos·e:: of the. bulk MnSb .co:mpo-1.1.nd:,. 
in an attempt to unravel the co~tradictions found in the literatu:re~.· 
-~. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Alloy Preparation 
Specimens of the :antinton.y.--e:p:·silon manganese antimonide 
-e::utectic wer~ prepared from 99. 99+o/o::Sb obtained from the Ameri9a.n 
Smelting_ and Refining Company., and 99. Bo/o Mn made available by the 
Mining and Metals Division of the Union Carbide Corporation. Ap-
pendix I contains the analyses of the materials used. Early phase 
diagrams33 (:Figure 2) show that the eutectic reaqtion occurs at a. 
:\ · composition ·o·f -8:1 -_atomic percent _Sb., and that ·th,e· p:.ro:d.uct_s of th'e 
-t.ran.sforni.atfon :are-. essentially pµr~: antlPlony· --ariq the stoichiometric· 
,composition JV[nSb .of ·the epsilon phase.. Eutectic· alloy-s: w:ere pre-
. ' . . 
pared by mixing the constituents in the ·p:ropo:rtion taker1 from the 
;phase diagram and_· i.i1 several 0th.er- r~.tio_s nea:r tha_t. -:r.e.p·o::rted in the 
p·hase diagram. 
After sizing :of the: material, 60-65 gms: of t"h·e. mixtures we-re 
pl.~ced in 13 mm OD vycor tubing. The tubes wer.e evacuated using a 
me_c:hap.ical pumping system, and the·n sealed with an oxygen-natural 
:-gas to.·rch. The encapsulated mixtures were heated in an air furnace 
:a.t. 870°c, 300 degrees above the melting point of the eutectic and 240 
degrees above the melting point of antimony. Complete ho.mogeniza-
tion of the mix was attained in one hour. The melt was solidified by 
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allowing the capsules tc;> air cool, the expansion of the Sb phase on 
solidification causing the vycor tubing to crack or break when the in-
gots were nearly at room temperature. · The ingots were approximate-
ly seven inches long. 
Cylindrical as-cast ingots were lightly ground on a belt grind-· 
•. 
. \\l. 
. er·- to permit resealing in evacuated vycor tubing. Using a traveling 
.z_on·e melter consisting of a kan~hal wound resistance furnace, the as-
cast ingots were melted and·unidire·ct:fonally solidified at furnace-
travel rates of 9, 6, 2, and 1/2 centimeters p .. er hotir. The zone melt-
ing unit w-as inclined at an angle of 1_5b- f~om: horizonta.1 in :order to 
produce.: ·completely cylindrical Gont_rolle:"d:s'p·ecirnens: qve·_r the majop 
_po:rtion ,of the ingot. Again ·the·: :vyc:~:rr:-c,aps-ule$: :~remained. 11nde:r a ' . 
S·ec:.t-ionµ1g· 
Controlled ingots solidified at ·2c·-m/hr· w·e:re marked with.:a 
metal scribe, the top of the ingot being -marked for the entire length, 
of the specimen.. Each ingot was placed in· a rectangular m.qld' ·and 
embedded in ·g~ick mount. The mount was cemented to a ·c,arbon 
:block holder which was placed in an autom_a;tic. cut-,pff. -.u:nit. Using a ,, ! 
diamond water-cooled saw, the sp·e:cimens were sectioned at 0, 30, 
45, 60, and 90 degrees to the long axis of the ingot, sections being 
made at the above angles measured both to the left and to the right of ~ 
. 
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the plane containing the top reference scribe ·a-rtd the long axis ( Fig-
ure 3). The head-end face of each section was scribed, indicating 
the top and bottom of the section, the angle of sectioning, and whether 
the section was from the right or left of the long axis. 
The 90° sections were O. 3" in·diameter, and the other sec-
t-i9rts ·-~·ere hand-ground to a circul~r ·cross-section O. 3" in diameter 
·b.y ·suc.cessive grinding from a 'rou'.gh. _belt.through O -an:d.1 paper. 
c·are w:as. taken to .keep the s:cribed :·r·eferences intact. 'T}1is proce-
d.u;re- w.·a.s. r.e.pe,ated to _produce· circular disks at the ·same angular or-
.:t~nta.tion·S: ;t'q 'tll~: lon.:g· ,~::x,is :of cylindrical as-cast· ingots,. 
Metallography 
:a.s.·~cJ1st or ·controlled 'ingot .for metallogra.phic- stu·.d.i.es. .Tlle· :sectian·S· 
w..e:r·e ground on belts arrd w·et papers through 4- 0 grit, a.;n4 po{ished on 
/ 
l~·pS' through Linde B a.'.b:_rasive powder ( 0. 06.,,M). Contrast :belween the 
two. phases was such,Jhat for light microscopy no .. e,lc·hant .. w:as· required. 
Rod size was found with a gridded reticule .. ni·et.ho.a.:, volume per cent-
age was determined by a line intercept gtiantitative· ·metallographic 
technique, and an e·stimate of fiber length was ,m·a.cle by observing a 
.polif;)h~d surface approximately parallel to. t·h.e fiber· axis·. The vol-
ume percentage was compared to calculat.e:d ·pe·rce:nta.g.es. from the. 
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phase diagram. Microstructures were examined at 250X and 500X. 
The mechanically polished surfaces of the transverse sections 
of·.2cm/hr controlled ingots were thoroughly washed an·d lightly 
~$_;Wa.blle-d: with ~ull strength nitric acid w·hjle under a stream of run-
µ-ing water; this p·rocedure prevented interface attack found in sam-
ples etched in standing HN03. The etched surfaces were replicated 
with 5 mil amyl acetate film. After the films were stripped from the 
polishe·d surfaces, the films were sha.dow.ed with Pt-C pellets and de-
posited with carbon. Tl:i~ r~plicat~d f.;i.lm Wq:S cut into 1mm square 
I 
grids ~nd placed in an. ac-etone bath to dis·so,lv•e the amyl acetate from 
the replica. Th-e. ca-rboh replicas were dr.i¢d- .ap:d v1~we-d_ µl .. ap RC:A 
EMU 3G ele:ct:ron microscope at several magnificatio.ns. The trans·-
vers~ _mo-_pp_h.olo·gy t>f th(=.·· :tQdp: was investigated, an:d the volume frac-
t:ion ·and rod_:sJ:.z.e w-:e:re. .qe_teM·I.ll.in~d and compared tc:): the measure-
ments made w}th_ light· ·m1c:·PO-$:-:c.op,y-. F.ollowing. :_a. :_s.im:ilar procedure:',. 
·• 
fractographic. re.pl1ca:s were ma.d·e-· 0£ the cl_eayage· :s·:urfac-es of seyera.1 
contr.o1Ied :-ingots· to e.stimate· fibe.r leng.th. itnd:- ma:frix.· 9rlilni'_a.ti-9:r1-. 
j 
., :C:ry-.s.tallo,gr.apn.iG stirdie_s: o_f· th~ (}Ontrolled eutectic involved 
- - 34 . 
::s·:everal x-ray techniques. Available crystallographic data for the 
epsilon phase consisted of the crystal type and the lattice parameters 
of .. the stoichiometric composition MnSb, and a partial index44 of a 
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powder pattern for MnSb. Interplanar spacings were calculated 
thr~ugh the standard equations 45 for' hexagonal materials, and exper-
imental spacings wer.e obtained from a powder pattern. A Debye-
Scherrer photograph was made on a G.E. 143.2mm diameter powder 
camera with Fe Koc radiation at 40 KV and 10 ma with an Mn@filter. 
The, MnSb ,powdt~r ·w:·a·s obtc\ined by adding 99. 8o/o Mn in the proper 
p:roportion to a small:a.II19.unt. ·O.f the eutectic composition. The mix-
tµr~= wc:1..$ melted -in. evacuated vycor cru:cib1es at 1000°c to produce 
:sloic·hion1~.tric MnSb alloy:s ,: :'rhe :alloy :w.,as · broken up and. ground to 
-325 mesh and annealed at 5356C, a temperature well'a:bove the Curie 
. 
. ' 
.tem:pe:rature of MnSb. 
·The· back reflec.tiq:q. La.u:e technique was e:rnploye .. ci '.for p:relim- · .[ 
.irtary orientation studie.s of poli~h~.d transverse s:e.ctions of the :2c.m.-/ 
.. hr controll~d eutectic. A large eutecti.c .grain w·a:s irradiaJ~d with .. 
Cu white radiation at 50 KV and :1'6 :ma, film to specimen di~tar:.rc.·e be:~. 
ing 3 cm. 
Using the Kraft c::a::rnera.~ 46 a precession typ~ Gamera employ-. . 
. . ' ~ 
in:g :.bac·k reflection of x-ra.d:fation, phase relalionships and orienta-
tic>'ns w·ere qetermined for the ·c·ont_rolled eutectic. Polished trans-
verse secfi9ns were irradiated. with Fe Kcx at 4:'0KV and lOm..a~. wJth: art 
MnO filter. Film-to-specimen distance w·as 2:.:8cm ·in orde'i~ tp .h~.ve 
certain planar reflections appear on the film. r:ne reflections of in-
I ' 
- -terest were: for MnS.b, (2240)., (3141), and:for Sb., (1342), (3036)., 
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-(1237), and(2240). The data from the Kraft analysis were plotted and 
related to pole figures for each phase represented on a stereographic 
globe .. The pole figures were produced from calculations made with 
the equations for hexagonal materials. 
Magnetic ·Evaluation· 
,• 
A magnetic balance technique 47 was followed in order to 
:n1e.asure magnetic properties of as-cast and controlled (2cm/hr) in-
got· sections. The. magnet use.d for these measurements had pole 
·pieces which we·.r~ rn·a.:c.hirted w·ith several fiat su·rfa·ce:s-\v.hich ~pprox-
:in1.ated a parab9JiG: s.hape. The field strength, .H, ac.ros·s .. the air gap 
:b.~tw~en the pole :pieces is know:n to. vary in an appr:o:xirn.ately irtve:·rs.e 
fa$hion48 with respect to a variation in the gap wiclth; therefore, the 
parabolic pole pie,c,e.s. wlll pr.ocluce: a ... re:gio.,n. ir1 ,S}>.ace. in which :the field· 
gradient, dH/dy, is:· :.c:-:ons.tant, as y, the -ve .. rt.ic~l positiort is: va.rie·d. 
A. ferromagnetic :r;naterial placed in su·c·h ~P apJilted field fs· subjected 
to,.-:an. attractive force which pulls the materia:i towa,rtl the smaller gap 
:. ·s:-ec;rftion of the magnet.; ·Thi$ .. force F is given b.y· 
F = mc:rdH / dy 
·v/he-r-e:-cfi$ th~ .. intrinsic specific magnetiz:ation, or magnet-jg :mom.ent. 
....•. , ... 
:p.er_gram (in emu/g), and mis the mass of the magne.ti.c. s.u·bstance. 
Follo:wing the method devised by Sawhill, 47 if the magnetic material 
is placed between the pole pieces and suspended fro-m a chemical ana-
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lytic balance,, the force develop,ed can be measured directly. The 
specimen can be weighed, and dH/dy is known from calibration 
against standards. The unknown er can be calculated easily. 
''. 
The unit described was calibrated b.y a two step procedure. 
First, a gaussmeter was used. to determine the applied field for sev-
e·r~l positions of y and v:arip.µ'$ ·values of input amperage. Following 
thfs, small pie:c·es of iron, cobalt~ and nickel were individually test-
.ea. The mass was rne~su.r;ed., the values of th.e· intrinsic specific 
magnetization W·e.r.e taken from the literature, and the force was foµnd. .i 
from the 'bala.fic.e. readings. The valtte·s of the field gradients were 
c·alc.U:Iated :o.ve·r· a large range of appli:e.d fields, and. t·he gradients-
. . . 
., 
. \\ihJ~h· re::s.:ulted: for· ea.ch of the th.:r;:e·.e stc1.nd.a.r:ct·s Wifr·e in agreement 
with.in .a sma,ll · .. de·gre~ of exp.ertrn·ental er:ro·r .•. 
Methods employing a :rnc'l:gnetic field gradient 49 ' 50 are most 
oft.en, used tcr.'trte.asu.re: :sa:turq.tion magnetization, but the, metho:d was 
chosen in this .. case to mea;f3u.r·.e magnetization. from .zero applie.d fi.eld 
to saturation ( 9100 oerstedsJ. T.he reason: ft1r the choice wa·s the· 
problem of specimen geometry. Normal p.et~meameter methods re·-. 
quire a fairly long ( one inch.·or more) re·ct~ngular specimen, but the 
ingots ot this investigat.ion were orily O·. ·3'' in diameter. The choice 
i _-'fy.; 
of a permeametric method would have_ restricted the study to one of 
longitudinal sections alone, whereas the balance method was a,u·ffi.-
cient to· examine properties of the· circular sections of the ingots:.' 
·I' 
'··. 
I l·.1·'' 
, ~ ·J.r···~· The specimens were attached to the end of a brass t·od which 
,,,,.as suspended from the balance. The specimens were located at the 
center of the pole pieces, at such a height as to be in a constant grad-
ient region. The specimens were a·ble to rotate al?out .. their axis of 
_su~pension in the -field. This arrangement insure·d that the ·properties 
tjle,as·.u:red would be those of the easiest direction· of magnetization in 
:e.ac·h·disk, and therefore not depen:dent on, the ·o·rientation of the dis~ 
with respect to the applied field. The .fi.~ld- was applie.d pq.ra.llel t.cr 
"the plane of the disk. 
In ad·dition to all angular sections of the as-c.ast and controlled 
ing.ots., seve:ral pieces of pure antimony were tested. Antimony is a 
diagiag-n.e:-tic .material, -and its presence: in the· eute·ctic could p.o.sj3ib~,y 
:h:a.ve a bu.·.oytng: effect on the ·be.havior :of the MnSb pha:s.e·. All se·ctforts: 
w_e;re SU:·'.bSequently w·etghed~ the measured weight b:E~ih_g· ·c·.or+eqted :to 
aoo."C>.Unt for the volu:rne- of non-ferromagnetic Sb. 
A previously constructed torque magnetometer20 was used to, 
:fuve·stigate the magnetic anisotropy of as- cast and :controlled ( 2·cm./ 
hr) .ingqt ·sections. The s<a.ctions we:re placed in the .magnetometer· 
·with the plane of the dis·k nor-m~l to the. axis of :rotation. The magnet-
.-omete r was placed in the cent~:r of tw·o flat pole, pieces of a Varian 
.~lectromagnet_ with a 40mm gap. The specimen deflection. f·rom a set 
position was measured as the field applied was increased in one thou-
sand oersted increments from zero to 15., 000 oersteds. A field of 
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11, 000 oersteds was chosen for- -a:p.j._sotropy studies, and angular de-
flections were measured at ten ·.degre.~ intervals through a full rota-
tion of 360 degrees. 
A number of sections.were heat treated in .va·cuo at 425°c for 
•' one hour, and then .either quen~hed in water or furn:a·:c·e cooled accord~ · 
ing to a schedule described by Takei, Cox, and Shirane. 39 Magnet-
ization and magnetic aniso.tropy measurements were repeated on 
these sections. 
,, 
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.PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
Solidification and Metallography 
Previous phase determinations33 repo:rted the MnSb-Sh euteC-" 
tic· at a composition of 89 weight percent :sb; however, as-cast and 
·controlled structures of this composition showed large areas of. p·ro-
·e,utectic Mns·b. Several heats of differing proportions of Mn ancJ Sb 
we.·~.e melted, and the eutectic composition was determined metallo-
·g:r~phically to be 91. 3o/oSb and 8, 7o/o Mn by w .. e.ight. Both as-ca.s.t: anq 
cp:nt.rolled structures in these pr,oportiops- sllow·ed no proeute·ctic' 
A ph,9t,omipJ:'og,r~ph ·of. a. typic:al -as~ca;st: specimen: i.s pre-se-nted 
. . . . 
. . 
. . 
in. F-:igure 4~ lt wa.s o:btlerved that. th.e '' grains'' of eutectic wer:e: not 
.un.if:o.rm· .in siz-.e~ and. often' 1:he. entire: qi~-rn·eter of .an ingot w-as:. c:om -
·p·:pi_s·eq. ···of· a:s.:i fe-Mt as fifteen. _g-rains. 
·rn :;;3.tte.ropting· to, ·c:ontrol the eutectic .q.y unldi·re.ctional solidifi.~: 
/. 
· c,ftiort, it was foun·d· that growth rates of 9 ~o 6. cm./.t).r resulted in in-·. 
complete alignment~ J11 some ingot~ a. c:olonled st·rti:cture wc1s ob.-
·f3·erved, w·hile in other ingots .. a :c.om:bin~tio,n o.f cont.rolled and un-
aligned structure w·as fo·t:1na:. At a growth rate of.·2 cm/h·r complete 
control w·as attained consistently. In most ingots solidified at this: 
rate several grains were noted to have grown simultaneously, but: .a 
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few ingots w·ere o·bserved metallographically to be single-grained for 
. '--;--~ 
nearly the entire length of the ingot. Growth rates of as slow as 
1 /.2 cm/hr produced controlled structure, with no degenerate struc-
ture being o·bserved. However, the effects of crystallography were 
more predominant at this rate, and neither rod .shape nor rod size 
was uniform. 
Transverse and longitudinal microstru:ctµ·re~ .. ~re shown: in 
Figure 5 for specimens: ·s·olidified at a ·rate of 2 cm./:h·r\ :Quantitative 
'rnetallographic dete,rmtnations on similar s·tructures resulted in ap-
proxin1a,t'e :£iber dimensions of 1. 7-2.0 micronsjh length. The es-
l tima.te·d volume· fraction wa::s 29'.-30 volume ·percent. Light micrqs·.cqpy 
~,.howed :the· fib:e~rs to: b~ es:s.e.ntially cylindrical, and the higher res·q-
·1ufions p<:>s.sible throttgh :.replica ·ele·ctron microscopy qf.: tran..s.ve:x~s1} 
·sections showed the: eutectic to exhibit alm.ost fa,ce't-free. ·gr.owth 
( Figure 6). This .technique also verifie,d the rod si-ze- fo1.i'nd by ltght 
microscopy. 
Three cleavage ptanes are observed in antimony, 43 the ( 111), 
(Jll) and the ( 110) rhp:rp.pohe·ct·ral ·planes or (f)OOl),(·0221), (0112) hex-
agonal planes:. Ele·c.tron :fract·qgrap'hic examination of fractured spec-
imens of the "C~ontrolled eutectic .i11qicated failure p.rimarily due to 
.~ • j 
cleavage of the Sb and separ·a.tioh of the tw·o. p.ha.ses. at the inte:rface:. 
Although one plane seemed to predominate a_s the one preferred for 
cleavage, in some instances two planes we:re·- 9_bserved. Correlation 
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-with crystallography showed the ( 0221) and ( 0112) planes could be .op~ 
erating. By shadowing techniques the plane most preferred was 
measured to ·b'e approximately 15 degrees away from the long axis 
::of the fibers. Because fracture involved interface decohesion, it 
· w·as possible to get an estimate of fiber length from electron fracto-
graphs, and lengths of w·ell over 200 microns were measured. Typ-
ical fractographs are show in Figure 7A. It was possible to photo-
graph the fractu:re surface ·by light microsc·o_pic techniques, with some· 
focusing difficulties, and it was possible ·to o·bserve that fibers· vier·e.·: 
frequently several millimeters longj ( Figure 7B). 
The powder technique was µ_seq:·to dete.,rmine: in.terplanar spac_-. 
:in.g:s . .for·- s:to.ichiometric Mns·b, and these: value.s w·ere compared to 
·va.ltfe.·s -.cal9ulated using lattice parameters· and the crystal structure 
as repo:ft;ed34: in the literature. The expected diffracting planes for 
MnS:·b wer.e predicted:: :by comparison of the diffracting planes for sev-
~rai .NiAs-type tra·11sition metal compounds listed in the ASTM card 
index. Appendix II shows the· excellent agreement ·between the_ ex-, . 
. pe'i·imental and calculated MnS.b interplanar spacings. 
With this experimental indexing of MnSb and the ASTM data42 
availa'ble for~S·b., an attempt was made to index ·back-reflection Laue 
films, ·but the results were inconclusive, due to apparent scatter in: 
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. 46 the MnSb orientation. The Kraft technique was used on polished 
transverse sections of the.controlled eutectic to determine phase 
orientation. Kraft films taken on three different· controlled ingots 
showed that ·both phases exhibited a preferred orientation. Using the 
-
-
-
( 2240) and ( 3141) poles of MnS.b and the ( 22 40), { 3142), ( 3 036), and 
( 1237) poles of antimony, stereograms were plotted. Figure 8 show·s 
the Kraft analysis for MnSb which indicates a fiber axis nearly nor-
mal to the ( 43 11) plan.e. ·Similarly, Figure 9 shows the matrix growth 
to have follow·ed close to the [1100] Sb direction. It :should ·be noted 
:that areas of diffraction occurred w·htch could not ·be. ihdexe:d. _·by·:any 
:$:c·h·ero..~o,: ··but this diffr:aclion was of much lower intensity ·than tha.t 
-w'.hic·h: ~iould be evaluate-cl. 
The orientations of :bot:P pllas·e>sr .a.:r~ ::$:how11 s.ttpex~irnpo:s·e.d iµ} 
Figure 1 O. No de'f"iriJte. inte·rfac;ial-·:relation w·P-·.S; found:, a.s w·ould be· 
expected sinc--e: <the .. fibe·rs: a·re a.ppro~ima.te~y round:.· 
Magnetic Behavior 
< ,, 11~· Magnetic b~l~_nce- 'investigations on pure s·b revealed that the 
la·rge volume fra.ction gf'.·the diamagnetic phase present in the eutec-
tic w.:ould have little buoying effect on the measurements. 
Figure 11 shows initial magnetization to satur_ation for three 
cases: values of the specific ihtrinsic magnetization for .·bulk MnSb as 
reported39 in the literature; experimental values of er for as-cast 
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disk sections; experimental values for ~ections from ingots con-
trolled at 2 cm/hr. The plotted experimental results have been cor-
rected so that only the volume fraction of the Mn.Sb phase of the eutec-
tic is considered. No correction is necessary for the diamagnetic 
behavior of antimony. T·he as~·cast curve nearly duplicates the ·bulk 
Mns·b curve, indicating that t;h.e balance method is a valid technique. 
_,,. 
The initial magnetization curve for contr.olle·d sections rises much 
tnore· gradually than the ·bulk curve, ·but the saturation value ·cittained· 
is the same. Comparison of -initial magneti~atio,n data =fo:r· several 
different disks representing angular cross. s-ecttons fr.ottt .o to 90 de-
grees to the growth direction of controlled in.gots: i$ s.hown in Figure 
12. The a11:gle of sectioning ;$e·ems to be·.of small importance in de:-
termining: th~ shc1pe of th'e cut·ve.. ;The ·saturatfon· ,permeability de-
te.rmined fr~m th~s~ cu·rv.es .. ts 3. 5~8 • 
~ 
~;, 
It w·as decided tot~st·the hypothesis· :qf Tc;keJ., Cox., and Shir-
ane39 concerning stoichiomeiric MnSb and its easy direction of mag-
:netization. Since the controlled specimens were slow·-cooled during 
J:·-,· 
solidification., and als:o .in the region of the Curie temperature, some 
.,sections were ·quenched .in water from 42 5°C, and som.e were furnace-
cooled according: to the schedule followed ·by the a·bove authors,. In 
either case, the magnetization results were unchanged from the in-
itial results. Magnetic anisotropy behavior of these disks was, .un.-. 
• 
changed when measured ·before and after treatment. 
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Magnetic anisotropy data for as-cast specimens was erratic, 
i. .'''·-. ·~ \ .. 
as seen in Figure 13. This behavior was quite different from that re-
ported by Albright20 for the Fe-FeS eutectic. Albright reported no 
angular deviation in magnetic anisotropy tests on as-cast structures. 
In determining what applied field w·as best for magnetic torque 
s.tqciie·s of controlled eutectics~ two types of behavior were o·bserved. 
:.In sections that were found to· be essentially single grained, the 
angular deviation. increased as applied field strength w·as increased, 
until an. almost constant angular deviation was reache.d. ( Figure 14A) 
:1:?-or sections that metallographically consisted of Several grains of 
nea·rly the same ·size, the angular deviation oscillated as field strength 
w·as increas.e·.d :('.F.igUre 14B). It should ·be emphasized that in most 
c~_s·es where mo.re than one grain was pr·e·se:ht: in g ·cross .section, 
ther.e was: µ$,ua1Iy on..ly one large grain; artd the· magnetic ·behavior 
.s·eetned to ·be the c'haracteristic ·behavior· of: that grain. Only a very 
few· ingots were foui1q to have severa.J l·a:r.:g:·e. ·gra:fu:s ·of nearly the sam_e 
size. 
·Thi:s :~.e.Q:e>.nxl gr.·on.p: o'f- controlled disks w:e·re o·bs.erved to follow 
'erra:tic magnetic anisot:rop,.y· ,curves similar to :the· ·.a.s·-ca_st ·behavior 
.(Figure 13). However~ for well-a.ligned ·s-ections vv'hich were nearly 
~ 
single grains, a very different ·behavior· was noted. The torque curves 
( Figure 15A) were extremely linear, and the points of instability 
u 
were very sharp. Albright's results showed much less severe ·be-
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havior by comparison (Figure 15B). Also, whereas-Albright's work 
in· Fe-FeS showed the easy direction and the long direction of the 
· fibers to be coincident for each.-section ( as did Yim' s work29 with 
MnBi-Bi), the MnS.b-S'b eutectic showed the easy direction to occur 
at different positions from the growth axis, as seen in Figure 15A. 
The maximum angular deviation was apparently independent of the 
angle of cutting; this ·behavior differs from that observed in Fe-FeS. 
The curves in Figur.e l:5A .. are averages of results from three 
similar sectionings for .~a;c.h different angle of. sectioning. Variations 
in the section thicknes.=s, and the errors :inherent in section prepara-
tion and reference sc·ribing, as w·ell .a:S 1 in section positioning in the 
magnetometer, a,re· all sources fo·~· ·a s_pread in results in each ser-
ie·s of three. sections.. In spite of this, good reproducibility. was o·b.~ 
se.rved in nearly all case-s;: :as. is. seen in a typical three-section se.r": 
.-i.~s ( Figure 16). 
Correlation 
By ·com·binin·g: torque magnetometer results and crystallo-
.graphic analysis for th.e Mns·b phase for the three ingots in w·hich both 
studies were carried out, some interesting o·bservations were made. 
For sections taken parallel to the growth direction, the o0 disks, the 
torque results showed the growth axis to ·be the easy direction for 
magnetization. For tra11:sverse sections,· the 90° dis~s, the easy di-
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rection of magnetization was found to lie near the normal to the 
(0111) plane. For the sections cut at 30, 45, and 60 degrees.to the 
growth ·direction, each ingot gave different results, and no sirigle 
direction in MnSb could be designated as preferred for these angular 
·-'f?ections. For these sections the easy directions were found to lie in 
a plane which contained the growth axis and the easy direction observetj 
in the transverse sections, That is, for 90° disks, the determining 
factor is the crystallography of_ the magnetic phase, and· for· ,the o0 
disks, the shape of the. fiber causes magnetization to :be, ·easiest along 
the growth axis; the .oth·e·r· .angular sections have an .ea-By directio!l. of 
magnetization :which .is a. compromise of these two :effiicts.. These 
:,r.esults. ar.e illustrate1i in Figure 17. As an example of how· Figure 17 
waa: .Pre.pa·red·, look at the: e·asy direction for the 30° right .section, 
·w:hiG··:o. :ocqurs at. 7>0° .from the top magnetic reference. This angle of 
7:·o:0 is that sho~~rn m-.:F:igure 15A, the stability point -·being the direction: 
. 0 . -
-- -.• -of: easiest mag:r)'et.ization.. The angle of rao 1s m:easured from the. 
·magnetic top ·r-efe.:r~pc~;: along the pr9jection of the 30° right se-ction 
(' ·. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Metallography and Solidification 
Metallo graphic exa:r:p.ination has shown that Hansen's phase 
diagram 33 is essentially correct: only two phases have been ob-
·s:e:rve_d, in approximately the s·ame proportions as prediced frorn.·the. 
phase diagram; only the :·eu~~ctic· ct)tnpositi9;rt is. in er·tor. Consider-
mg·t.l1e high impurity content in the m-aterials used for phas·e- :deter-
.mma:tions, the phase diagram is: :reasonably accurate. 
It is not.possible to say whether the rod-like m.orpb.ology of 
:the eut.e.c.tic. is jnherent:to the system or if.it :is du.e ·lo· an hnpurity ef-
.fe~t, since the manganese used in this· re:s:·ea.rG-h w:a:s of only 99. Bo/o , 
pq.-rtty.. It se:ems safe to say, howeve-r.,. that the .rod-like structt1-~e· .is: 
ce·rta_inly sta·ble. No degenerate structure: w·as- proq.uc~d m ·the :sys-
·-tem at growth rates as slow as 1/2 cm/hr.: E\r.ert :at this growth. rat~_, 
'W·-here the pro·bability of sufficient time for diffu:ston -would :pe·rtrtit 
c;rystallographic effects to predominate, the st:ructu:r:e, w;a:S not at all 
lamellar., although the rods were no longer all cJ.:r·c;1.119'r m cross-
.. 
:sec~ion. 
In all microstructur.es observed from specimens grow·n at a 
,rate of 2 cm/hr there was a definite lack of strong faceting. The 
electron replicas of Figure 6 show that perhaps some fctcet.s w:er.e. 
3.2 
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developed, but the majority of the circumference of any given rod 
was curved rather than faceted. The electron replicas of fracture 
surfaces ( Figure 7) show· evidence of faceting, but the facets are 
not always in the same position on the fiber with r_espect to the ma-
trix s·b. 
When it .is -co·n.sidere·q.. ·that. one -of. tbe .a.dvantages of controlled. 
.I 
eutectics as Gomposites is the apparent coherency of the phase: bound:-· 
aries, the .question of interface decohesion ·becomes int'riguirtg: why 
is the expected coherency not :_o:bserved in thi_s: ·e.µte.ctic system? The • 1 .... r' 
answ·er he're seems to be fairly -si.n:i.ple.. .Antim:ol)y ethibits a contin-
51 . . . . . uous linear dec::rease · in lattic.e .pa:ram.et~r·:fro.m. :the solidification 
temperature through room tem.peratur.e.. ·Th·e.. c,ompound MnS'b is not. 
as' simple in its behavior. As :reported by Willis and Rooksby, 31 the 
,c:.0. parameter ;behaves ideally, continuously dec_·,reasing linearly from 
tne melting point through room temperature; the· a 0 p:c3;r·a.meter also 
.decreases continuously, ·but at the: Curie temperatu ..r.e,. or at least in 
the region of that temperature, the slope of this decrease, da/ dT., 
4_; 
changes discontinuously. The a
0 ;parameter shrinks at a slower rate 
as the temperature decreases._, .causing the MnS.b phase to expand, 
relative to the shrinking antimony matrix.· Proba.bly considera·ble 
strain ·builds up., and when the s·b matrix.fails., the. MnS·b-·s·b :interface 
suffers decohesion of the two phases. 
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,·.C·rystallogra phy 
Only two phases were observed ·by x- ray techniques, and the 
diffraction data from Kraft analysis fitted very well to the parameters 
for pure antimony and stoichiometric MnS.b. The powder camera re-
sults qefinitely described MnS'b to 'be of the NiAs type structure. 
Both phases apparently hav~ definite growth orientations and 
.g.r·owth c;lirections in the controlled eutectic. Sb .seems to ];)e the lead-
l.llg phase, as Would he p:tedicted52 because Of its more complex 
:·crystal structu:te·.~ The growth: direction of S:b :in the eutectic is fair-
ly simple, art"d is:: cont.ained in the (0001) basal-_plane, so that growth 
.. 
can be view:ed. ~s an extension of the ·bas~l.::,p:lane. The high inde~ 
:g .. :r-owth direction .of the MnS'b ,p·h.a$e :s'tre:qrs to indicate that this phiis.e 
j;s forced ·cry.staliog.raphically to f1t the'= $b orientation, and that s.·b is 
the.: Jeading pha.se; ho.w'e-ve·r, the extreme le11:gth of the Mns·b fibers 
. 
. 
;1ea.ves th.e:.qu.~s.tio.n of leadin:g phas·e somewhat· in doubt. There seems 
to be some difficulty for th~ SJJ :p·h~se tq ~:lps_:e out growth of the MnS'b 
fiber. Perhaps the h~gh: iinP.~X :Q:( th¢. :g:rowth direction of the fibers is 
·best interpreted as rathe.r 'than the Mns·b pha,s·e': leading in grow·th-, the · 
at:1,timony phase lea.ds, b.lit the: l~i.·g distance sepa·rating the extension of 
the two phases into the/liquid is very short, :so that the s·b phase can-
not easily close off a growing .fib.er~ 
It should be noted that in ·both Figures 8: an.d: 9, there are poles 
of planes that w·ould ·be expected to appear on th~ Kraft films, ·but no 
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such poles were observed. This was true for the (3141) type poles 
· , ~ i,I 
-
-for MnSb, and for (3142) and (1237) poles for s·b. In the case of 
antimony, a large number of poles w·ere recorded that indicated the 
reported growth orientation is correct. The volume fraction of the 
MnSb phase· required long exposure times to produce good intensity 
-:of poles. The ( 3141) poles were at a ver_y small distance from the 
centers of the films, and it is possible that overlapping spots could 
account for the a·bsence of these poles. However,· all of the. j.nt~na.e· 
diffraction for the Mns·b phase· could be fitted ex~_Gtly ·to the orienta-
/ 
tion reported. Data that could not be fitted we.re· of very low inten-
·sity compared to the data points that fitt~d the d.escribed orientation. 
lI1 .controlle:d,la:mellar eutectics, the inte'rface planes of the 
·tw-ci phas:es a_re usually very definlte c-rysiallog.raphic planes, 'but in 
fiber :e.utecti.cs, the picture is not .. :so- :clea.r. Albright2 O found no in-
t~:r.f~c-e _planes:-lri the Fe- FeS systerp.: ~n-cl- o:bserved that th.e rods- ha·ci, 
nea:r}y complete rotational symmetry flbout the fibe.r axis, Galasso 53 
·r.epc;;:r-ts a highly faceted fiber con"figirration for Fe fibe·r 'in F·~-FexS.b.: 
In the- present crystallographic s-tti.dies of the MnS.b-s·b eutectic, no· 
cle.ar interface planes have ·been foudd, alth.ough metallographic ex-
·amination revealed some faceting·w-as present. Definitely, there was, 
no crystallographic rotational symmetry a·bout the fiber axis, ·but 
rather, one constant orientation. The facets were not as pronounced 
on all fibers., and not uniformly positioned from fiber to fiber, and in 
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-no case was it evident that the entire circumference of a fiber w·as 
faceted. Still, magnetic analysis and crystallographic data both in-
dicate th~t the orientations of the two phases are always present in 
the same relation; this w·as tr_ue of all ingots where ·both magnetic 
and crystallographic ex_~miI:J.ations were performed. Perhaps some 
·.other, unknown crystallographic relation e:xists: ·b·etvte·e.n the two p}J:a·~~S, 
·• ·, 1· 
:b':Ut it :is :n.ot an interfacial_ relation. 
Magnetic Behavior 
After the c.o~;re·qtjon of magnetic data fo·r· ·the volume fraction 
o,f',·a.ntim.ony, the controlle.d $ections we-_r.e: ~0U'f1d: .to- require a higher 
' 
.applied field .st-rength to :reac·h S9-tu:ration. th~n :d_id either: the as-cast 
· .··. _ . .3:9 - . -. - .. - -eutectic .or the bulk -MnS'b as reported .... in t11e. lite.rature. ·The easy 
c;l_irection found by torque piagnetic me-an·s;. s~ugge·sts: that th_e ·_crystal~ 
l.ine and shape :~nisotropy energies -a:r.e in :oppqs_:i.tiQp, ,~nd ._approxi-
. 
. .-
-. . . . . 
mately at right- .~n.:glea.. The _applied· field w.oq.ld .. act f·ir:s·t on the mo.re 
favora·bly oriented· of_ t:hese contributions, and would have to overcom_e. 
th_e ·_ef.fe:cts- .of- the opposing anisotropy, whereas in the bulk MnSb, or 
in th:e- as--c.ast etite.ctic, this opposition would- not b.e: present due to 
t:h·e._ :r·~duc-~d nature of .the s:hap.e anisotropy. 
The erra;ti_c ·beha.vior .of the as....;cast sections in rp.agneti.c 
,, 
:anisotropy studies ca11- ,b·.e :_attributed to the large grain _size present'. 
:Crystal orientation WP-.S. tnus less randomized than m the system in-
• 36 
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i 
• 
vestigated by Albright, 
20 
and deviations from zero torque were reg-
istered. Similarly., the magnetic anisotropic ·behavior of controll
ed 
sections which contained more than one large grain was a~so quite
 
erratic. Perhaps at one orientation of the section in the applied f
ield~ 
the· shape anisotropy of one grain dominated the ·behavior of the se
c-
tion, w·hile a few degrees rotation from this- position, a large gra
in 
became more· important, or the crystal anisotropy of another gra
in 
:·became the determining factor in the section's response to the fie
ld. 
':)7.h:i.:s- would .result in the random peaks and troughs in angular devia-
t:i.on- that ·Were observed .• 
Pro·ba'bly th~ tno.~1t ]1.lteresting findin,g·s vr.e:re· those: .cif the. ·mag·-
.freti'c, ._anisotropy ·of ,s.ingle .grained controlled· secti.onf?. ·r.rhe- very lip-
). 
dire,qtJy '.related to the opposing energie·:s du~ .to: Grystalline :anq. $:hl1pe· 
anisotropies. · Apparently, in this. syst.eorn. ·tb_e two effects a.re. of .near~ 
ly equal strength, ·because the .. ma:xlrn.um ~:n.gq1ar deviation. frcim. a set 
position was found to ·be .~lmost the ·same::, re_g-ardl.e:a::s .. of the angle of 
the section. This is very different froni the beha_yiqr
2
·
0 :of controlled. 
Fe-FeS. Furthermore, the magnetization- cu.rves for different ang
u-~-
lar cuts were all very nearly parallel, and all reached the satura
tion 
value at· approximat~ly the sam·e field .. strength. 
· In 90° sections the fiber cross section lying in the magnetic 
~ . .;~;~;{~ .. :.:-,,:;-
. :._;~ ' 
field is circular and therefore isotropic. Thus,· no shape effect i
s 
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expected, and the crystallographic easy direction is the easy direc-
tion recorded. The longitudinal sections have the greatest shape 
anisotropy, and the easy direction recorded is the fiber axis. The 
other sections have anisotropt.c c·ontributions from both the shape and 
crystallographic factors, aIIct the easy directions recorded are com-
promises of the_s~ twq --~fr~.cts... The .cqrre.lation of magnetic and 
. 
crystallographic results of Figure 1·7 is :depicte·d schematically in 
Figure 18. The opposing anisotropie·s produ-ce a "plane·. of e:·asy mag-
netization, " with the ea·se of magnetization being essent.ially isotropic 
in this plane, for thin, _sections. This result w·as fourid tn· every ingot 
·which w·as analyzed both magnetically and crystallographically. The 
experim_ental set-up for sectioning was such that this plane could not. 
be sectioned fr.om --art irtgot. Eve:n if :it: were ,p:ossible_,· it is do:ubt-ful 
·that the ex-act plane could. have l)_een s·ectione·d, :and ·ctny ct:evia{io!l: 
·f-r·om this· ·orientation would have- de·s:troyed. th~. -e:,ql:ec·t·ed. isot:r·opiq J:,e-
.• 
· h.a:·vfo.t:.: T:he significanc.e.: of the results, .-5.e.em.$_ tq: be greatest. IP.·· rela ... , 
·tion to d.efining the c.rystallographic .ea.$y ·dfrection of magnettz·.ation.' 
Takei, Cox, and Shirane39 reported thatthe easy direction w.as ap-
proximately 60 degrees from the c. ·ax.is. The :ctirection·norma1 to: 
the ( 0111) plane found in the': pr.e·sent study is in ex_cell.ent agreement. 
with this statement., 1n·d·m. no section w·as the easy direction observed 
to lie near the-c axis. The fact that no varia'bility of crystallographic 
:·easy direction was found adds support to their arguments !'elating 
. 38 
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off- stoichiometry to reports of other easy directions. 
Another important feature of the ''plane of easy magnetiza-
tion'' found in the controlled eutectic is the predicta·bility of magnetic 
·be,havior. Once the crystallography of the MnS.b phase is determined., 
sections Gan ·be cut .at any angle., as long as this angle is known, and 
the magnetic easy direction of· that -~ectton q_an ·be estimated without 
magnetic testing. 
,. 
·•· 
3.-9· 
.. 
·'."· 
[. 
.. , 
. . I ·. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The MnS.b-Sb eutectic occurs at a composition of·s. 7o/o Mn, 
, r 
91. 3 o/o Sb. The eutectic is susceptible to alignment ·by the unidirec-
tional solidification process, with the resulting microstructure con-
sisting of Mns·b fibers, nearly circular in cross-section., existing in 
an antimony matrix. 
Both phases exhibit -preferred growth directions: MnS.b grows 
:with a fiber axis normal to the ( 4311) ;plane, and the antimony phase 
-
- \ -in the (1100] direction, with the ( 1100) plane parallel to the liquid-
solid interface, and the ·basal plane pe~:pl~tid1c·Qlar t-o this interface. 
_No definite interface has ·been f:otu1d lin~UJg the tw·o phases in 
±-heir growth, ·but there is a definite orie.ntation relp.tion betw·een the " 
:two phases. The nature of the cause of this rel~t1on is unknown. 
Saturation of the controne·d. eq.tectic is reached only at high 
.fie.lds ·because of an opposition b.etween shape and crystalline aniso-
~ 
{:rop_y energies. This opposition is also evident in the magnetic aniS.b:-.: 
tropic ·be.havio-:r' -of the controlled eutectic. 
t The c axis .of 1vrn.s·b was not found to 'b·e. the C·rystallographic 
easy direction of magnetization. Instead, the direction no~mal to the 
-
. (0111) plane o·bserved herein is in excellent agreement w·ith the results 
f k - d Sh. . 39 N h. f d . h h o Ta ei., Cox, an 1ran~. - ot mg was oun - mt e eat treat-
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ment studies that w·ould contradict the a·bove authors' argument relat-
ing off- stoichiometry to previously reported erroneous easy directions 
of magnetization. 
' ' 
Once the crystallographic orientation of the magnetic MnS'b 
-phase· has been determined, the easy direction of magnetization for 
:~ny angular section c~n_ ·be estimate.d fr:om a stereographic plot ·by 
finding the intersection of -the ed-ge of: th.e se-ctio":t1ed ·ciisk and the 
''plane of easy magnetization •. '': 
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Figure 4 
Microstructure of As-Cast Eutectic Specimen, 
Antimony - Light, MnSb - Dark lOOx 
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Figure 5 
Microstructure of Contr.olled Eutectic Specimen 
Antimony - Light, MnSb - Dark ---~ 
Transverse Section, growth out of Page. 200x 
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Longitudinal Section, Growth from Left to Right. 250x 
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Figure 7A 
. . 
8, OOOx 
15, OOOx 
Electron Replicas of Fracture Surface of Controlled Eutectic 
Specimen. Black particles are Sb remnants. 
Cleaved area is s·b, Smooth area is MnSb. 
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Figure 7B 
I Microstructure of Fracture Surface of Controlled Eutectic. 50x 
Light microscopy photomicrographs of fracture surface of~ 
controlled eutectic specimen. 
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APPENDIX I 
Purities of Elemental Components ... 
American Smelting and 
·o. 
- Refining Co. 
·99. 99+o/o s·b Grade B- 56.. 
Tl 
Mg 
Mn 
Pb 
Sn 
Si 
Cr 
Fe 
Ni 
Bi 
Al 
Ca 
Cu 
In 
Cd 
Zn 
Ag 
*As 
Te 
Lot No. Sb 63-7 
Impurities in 
Parts per 
Million 
N.D. 
1 
N.D. 
1 
N.D. 
1 
:N. D. 
1 
N.D. 
8 
N.D. 
N.D. 
5 
N.D. 
N.D. 
N.D. 
N.D. 
18 
N.D. 
( N. D. denotes ''None Detected'' 
by Standard Spectroscopic 
Methods) 
*Chemical An~Jy·s_i:S.' 
I 
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Union Car.bide Corporation 
Mining and Metals Division 
Electrolytic Manganese Metal If 
···No. 1 Grade 
Guaranteed 
Mn ..... 99. 8o/o Min. 
S ..... 0.025 Max. 
F·e .....•.. 0. 001 Max. 
.C ..•••• 0. 004 Max. 
P -. . . . . 0 . 001 Max. 
:Si ...... 0.001 Max. 
I{.. • • . • 0 • 01 5 Max . 
·:N. . • • • 0 . 01 Max. 
t 0.. . . . • - - - Max. 
Heavy Metals. O. 001 Max. 1 
.•.• :"' 
t Oxygen typically runs.= 
about O. 02 o/o 
- . - . .. . - • .. . .-.. .. -:, ,· '• 
... 
. I 
; . 
< 
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• I • 
~. 
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APPENDIX II 
Powder Pattern Data 
,,_ _Calculated and Experimental Interplanar Sp'a.cings: 
:for Stoichiometric MnSb 
dcalc intensity 
-3 
• 
042 3 . 006 M 1010 
. . . . ·' 
2 . 894 2 
• 
904 w .0.0:0:2 . 
-- -- 2 302 vw ---. 
·-2 . 249 2 • 227 1vr 1.012 
-
·2. 063 2 .. 04"l M ·: 1 120 
... _ ..  - l "76.'3: vw ... 
-
.. 
l • 7--tl6 1 . 7:.0·7· M: 2021 
--- 1. 55:.o 'tf;t 
-1 . 520 .1 . 5'23 'W 2022 
1 . 452 1 . . 452 vw; 0004 
-t .. 1 • 316 1.:3·:17 . s 2 13 1 
. (broc3,cl) -1 31 1 -- - 2023 • 
-1 
• 
224 1-~ .22· 5: M 2 132 
-1 • 192 1 .. 1 f}.3 ·w· 3030 
-1 . 187 l . 185 :lVI 1 124 
- -- 1 161 w --·--. 
-1 I :107 1 . 108 :s :2"1.33 
--1. .• 1:01 1 • 101 s 101·5 
.1 .. 032. 1 . 032 M ·2,24iQ 
,--~---- 988 vw ·-- } • 986 vw ·.-- ....... ---·-; • 
..~ 
• :.9' 7 7-::5 
• 
9 78 vs 3~~1} 
·----~ 976 s . 
-
-
1 120f3 
..:; .. 
-
2022Sb 
-2204Sb 
-
224Q~ 
do.ubie·t 
.:· .· .... - .- ' ., 
doublet, 
-
• 
972·'1 . 9 73 s 2242 /2025 
:( ?). 
.. 
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